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Dear Customer,  

following you can see the possible cement plant capacity sizes of IRD Swiss construction portfolio:  

  

  

  

Cement Plant project turnkey EPC contracted including Civil Work  

  

Price € (EUR)  

  

Cement Plant 4000 TPD (4000 to per day) single line plant  

  

           130 Mio + 55 Mio CW  

  

Cement Plant 5000 TPD (5000 to per day) single line plant  

  

              139 Mio + 58 Mio CW  

  

Cement Plant 6000 TPD (6000 to per day) single line plant  

  

              149 Mio + 59 Mio CW  

  

Cement Plant   8,000 TPD (2* 4000 to per day) double line plant  

  

              240 Mio + 85 Mio CW  

  

Cement Plant 10,000 TPD (2* 5000 to per day) double line plant  

  

              260 Mio + 94 Mio CW  

  

Cement Plant 12,000 TPD (2* 6000 to per day) double line plant  

  

              280 Mio + 99 Mio CW   

  
  

IRD Swiss charges mostly for CW local building and construction companies onsite place of project 

erection, so maybe we have to adapt the pricing for CW according special conditions we could be 

forced to. The exact price of CW we just can offer after feasibility study is done! 

 

Please note that the given prices include kiln and pre-heater firing by Gas (NG, LNG), Oil (HFO, LFO) 

fuel. For kiln firing needed by coal dust we have to add a separate coal dust plant including a Vertical 

Coal Mill department. Therefore, we quote for an additional Coal department.   

 

Please consider, for example of 6000 TPD Cement Plant, about 10.5 Mio Euro more price, if coal will be 

used. 

 

We also quote Power Plants inside our Cement Plant layouts. It must be considered, that installing      

such power plant needs to calculate approximately 1.10 Mio EUR for 1 MW power supply performance. 

  

 

  

  

Michael Decker                 Price list MAR 18th, 2019 

IRD Swiss   

Germany  

  

ird-swiss@t-online.de  

ird-swiss@ird-swiss.com  

www.ird-swiss.com  

www.ird-swiss.de  

  

Please call: +49 611 598120 - Mr. Mueller  
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